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  [image: Field of Sorghum] Forage Sorghum
A drought-tolerant substitute for corn silage, forage sorghum requires less nitrogen and overall inputs compared to corn and will have reduced starch content compared to corn silage. Forage sorghum can be taken in soft dough stage as a direct cut or boot stage as a cut and wilt system. Beware of prussic acid conditions and be prepared to manage for the sugarcane aphid late-season.
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110-115 day dwarf, BMR variety.
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	 [image: forage sorghum] ADV 8322 APHIX
The only non-BMR in the lineup- sugarcane aphid tolerant! Dwarf genetics, best for dry cows or low maintenance animals.
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The shortest season in the lineup: 85-90 days.
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	 [image: AF7232] ADV F7232
A mid season dwarf BMR variety. Agronomically comparable to 7401. 95-100 days to soft dough.
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90-95 day BMR variety with great palatability and digestibility. Best taken in boot stage.
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	 [image: Photo coming soon] ADV F7424
A full season dwarf BMR hybrid. Expect 110-115 days to soft dough stage. APHIX.
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	 [image: Photo coming soon] ADV F8484IG
First in its class—iGrowth forage sorghum. Heavy leaf and great quality.
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  Need help deciding which product is right for you?
Our team of agronomists, livestock professionals and farmers would love to assist you in choosing the best product for your operation.

Get help
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Get seasonal updates, tips, event information and more.
Sign Up	
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257 Pinson Road 
Rome, GA30161
United States
(706) 528-4806seoffice@southeastagriseeds.com
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